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Abstract 
This paper designed a new movement for the linear Fresnel reflector system. Conventional linear Fresnel 
reflector system only contains one-dimension movement that is flat mirror rotation, and the addition 
movement in new design includes translating mirror field to decrease cosine effect and rotating the 
secondary reflector to coordinate the translation of mirror field. Based on the theoretical design, the 
optical simulation has been done, and some motile laws and geometric relationship have been included. 
The laws would be helpful for advance research and to develop the tracking device fit for the system 
combined three-movement. 
© 2011 Published by Elsevier Ltd. Selection and/or peer-review under responsibility of [name organizer] 
Keywords: Linear Fresnel Reflector System , light tracking analysis, loss of cosine-effect. 
1. Introduction 
Fresnel mirror gets its name from Augustin-Jean Fresnel, who was a physical scientist of France [1]. In 
the 19th century, Fresnel found that it could still achieve the function of concentration when a big lens has 
been divided into small pieces. After that, the optical elements made in this way are named Fresnel. The 
linear Fresnel reflector is a series of mirrors that arranged in different angles to fulfill the concentration 
function. Linear Fresnel concentrating systems have been proposed for over 30 years. In 1960s, Giorgio 
Francia was the first to discuss an elevated linear receiver and built a solar collector system with the 
Fresnel technique in Italy [2]. In recent years, linear Fresnel concentrating system is developed into 
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maximization and compactness, and the object of research is put on the elevation of tracking precision and 
reception efficiency. Some current examples are 5MW project in Australia and 2MW project in Spain. 
Comparing with tower-shape, trough-shape and dish-shape solar concentrator/ collector system, the 
advantages of a linear Fresnel reflector system are: higher concentrative ratio than trough solar 
concentrator, and both point-blank light and scattering light can be received; wind resistance of the system 
is much lower than trough solar concentrator because of the low location of mirror field and the distance 
between every mirror; the distance from reflector to receiver is only several meters, not as far as solar 
power tower, that makes the requirement for the precision of tracking system and the loss of transmission 
lower; the loop of heat transferring is fixed and apart from the reflector and receiver, it is helpful in 
improving the operational reliability [3]. 
This paper described a new motional mode based on the only movement of mirror rotation of 
conventional linear Fresnel concentrating systems, that is, translating mirror field to decrease cosine effect 
and rotating the secondary reflector to coordinate the translation of mirror field. In this way, the system 
with new motional mode including the two additional movements and the original one is named linear 
Fresnel reflector system combined three-movement. 
2. The motional design of linear Fresnel reflector system combined three-movement 
The linear Fresnel reflector system is comprised of three parts: main mirror-field, receiver and solar 
tracking device. The main mirror-field is a mirrors array which is made up of a number of mirror-strips, 
the central axis of which are parallel with each other on the same horizontal plane. In order to gather light 
into the receiver, the tracking device would drive mirrors to rotate around their central axis to coordinate 
with the trajectory of sun. The receiver can absorb the energy generated by light that reflected from 
mirror field, and transport it to users through the internal circulative medium. 
The motional mode of general linear Fresnel reflector system is single-axis rotation of mirror-strips, 
and linear Fresnel reflector system combined three-movement designed in this paper includes the rotation 
of mirror-stripe, the translation of mirror-field, and the rotation of secondary reflector. This method can 
minimize loss of cosine-effect, loss of shade and shadow, loss of overbrimming and so on, thus the 
efficiency of concentration/heat-collecting of the whole system can be as high as possible. 
(1) The rotation of mirror-stripe    In order to gather solar energy with the highest efficiency at different 
time of the day, it is necessary for linear Fresnel reflector system to maintain some best angle between the 
sun and the receiver, which can be achieved by the timely rotation of mirror-stripes, as shown in Fig.1. 
(2) The translation of mirror-field    The real-time rotation of mirror-stripe cannot always assure of its 
surface vertical to the light of incidence, which will bring loss. This loss is induced by the reduce of the 
area of mirror surface for its deviation from the direction vertical with light of incidence, and named loss 
of cosine-effect [4], as shown in Fig.2. Comparing all mirrors in Fig.1, the loss of the leftmost mirror is 
Fig.1. Layout to scale of a LFRS array 
α
light of incidence
mirror
Fig.2. illustrated diagram of loss of cosine-effect 
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much smaller than the rightmost one. Therefore, if moving the mirror-
field towards left integrally, loss of cosine-effect of all mirrors will 
decrease. In this way, put the mirror-field on the left side of receiver in 
a.m., and move it to right gradually and continuously coordinating with 
the solar motion.
(3) The rotation of secondary reflector     In order to collect light 
effectively, a secondary reflector can be added to the absorber. Since the 
reflector will form shadow on the mirror that under it, it is necessary to 
limit the entrance width of secondary reflector. Therefore, secondary 
reflector is designed to rotate along with the translating of the mirror-
field, meanwhile it should be sure that its mid-axis always aiming at the 
middle of the mirror-field (central line of the sixth mirror). In this way, 
secondary reflector can receive the reflected light from mirror-field 
uniformly.
These modes of motion constitute combined three-movement. 
As shown in Fig.3, at one point in time, the angel of incidence  is known, and the position of receiver 
is fixed, then the exact angle of mirror is certain. Define that angle of mirror as ψi, which is the tracking 
angle of No.i mirror; define the angle of secondary reflector as φi, which is the angle between the line that 
connecting the central point of reflector to the central point of mirror i and vertical direction [5,6]. A 
expression be can calculated as following:                ψi=（φi+θ）/2                                            (1) 
In next part of this paper, the motional principle of single mirror-stripe in the new Fresnel system will 
be discussed with method of light-tracking analysis. 
3. The structure design of linear Fresnel reflector system 
combined three-movement 
3.1. The arrangement of system 
When arranging the linear Fresnel reflector system 
combined three-movement, both the size, amount, interval 
of mirrors and the size and height of receiver should be 
taken into account, for maximal availability of solar energy 
in minimal investment. 
A scaled layout of the linear Fresnel reflector system 
designed in this paper with a 50 square meters in area, 4.5-m 
high and 4-m long receiver and 11 mirror-strips (4-m×0.4-
m), distance of each mirrors 0.05-m, referring to Fig.1. The 
mirror field is a unity that is put on the 12-m long sliding orbit. The position of each mirror is fixed 
comparatively when the mirror field is translating. The central part of receiver is a glass vacuumed pipe 
that covered by a secondary reflector on the top. 
3.2. The structure design of secondary reflector 
The secondary reflector designed in this paper is shown in Fig.4. Its outline is compounded by a part of 
involute of circle and a part of parabolic, and is symmetrical on the left and right. Its working principle is 
as follows: AB and CD are two parts of parabolic, BO and CO are two parts of involute of circle, the 
ψi
Φi
θi
receiver
reflector
Fig.3. illustrated diagram of ψi, φi and θ 
Fig.4. Secondary reflector compounded by involute 
and parabolic   1. parabola curve  2.involute curve   
3.vacuumed-pipe absorber 4.5. incidence light
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position of central absorber (glass vacuumed pipe) encircles the focus of parabolic and the mother-circle 
of involute. The biggest acceptable angle of the secondary reflector is 30°. 
 As Fig.5(a) shown, When the parallel rays  (parallel to vertical axis) enters the reflector, part of the 
rays hit on the inner wall of parabolic segment and then are reflected onto the central absorber; part of the 
rays hit on the inner wall of involute segment, and then most of them are reflected to the central absorber 
while little of them emit from the clearance between the absorber and the spire of involute. As Fig.5(b) 
shown, when increasing the angle of incidence to maximal acceptable angle, most of the rays will be 
received by central absorber, very little rays still emits from the clearance. It can be concluded that the 
concentration efficiency will not decrease with the increasing of incidence angle. Due to this trait, the 
secondary reflector can have a bigger tracking precision tolerance on the condition that system efficiency 
remaining, and it will help to decrease the cost and maintenance difficulty of system. The optical 
principle exemplification of secondary reflector without absorber when light entering paralleled is shown 
in Fig.5(c). It demonstrates different optical effect in every curvilinear part of reflector. 
4. The motional simulative research of linear Fresnel reflector system combined three-movement 
4.1.  The objective of simulative research 
The theory of most solar thermal /photovoltaic tracking device is as following: a solar light sensor is 
used, and solar light sensor is usually made up of four photoconductive components each of which 
represents one of the four directions (north, south, east, west) and fixed on the base of sensor equably. A 
shading pillar is settled in the middle of photoconductive components. When light of incidence is vertical 
with sensor, each of the photoconductive components gets the same illumination and the sensor outputs 
“zero” electricity. When light is inclined with sensor, such as inclined to east, the east and west 
photoconductive components get different electric potential that will drive the solar receiver device to 
move until the position of balance. In this way, sensor transforms the signal of position into signal of 
electrical to make sure solar receiver device always vertical with light of incidence. 
Referring to linear Fresnel reflector system, tracking will be more complicated because mirrors need to 
keep a certain angle between incidence light and receiver instead of vertical to incidence light, and every 
single mirror has different angle at a point in time. This paper proposes the new Fresnel system combined 
three-movement which has two additional movements based on ordinary system, therefore it will be 
necessary to analyse and research the respective motional principle of every single mirror , common 
motional regular law of mirror-field. That will be helpful for designing and developing of tracking device. 
4.2. The course of simulative research  
Fig.5. optical principle of secondary reflector 
(a) (b) (C) 
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The 3D module of mirror-field and secondary 
reflector are built and imported into Lighttools 
(optical simulative software), shown in Fig.6. 
Main geometric dimension is as following:  the 
entrance of secondary reflector 440-mm wide; 
the joining segment of parabola and involute 
228-mm wide, 260-mm high; diameter of 
vacuumed-pipe absorber 100-mm, distance from 
spire of secondary reflector 84-mm; each mirror 
400-mm wide, clearance of two mirrors 50-mm; 
all elements above 4-m long. 
Then surface optical properties of elements 
are set in Lighttools: mirror as simple mirror, the 
inner wall of secondary reflector simplified as 
simple mirror instead of 90% reflectivity actually, 
and vacuumed-pipe as optical absorber. 
Virtual test location is Liuzhou (Guangxi, 
China) for specific geographical preferences. 
Starting point is 9am, solar incidence angle of that time is 37°. According to calculation, local solar time 
of noontide is 12:40am; mirror-field is transferred 0.48-m, secondary reflector is rotated 4.16°every half 
an hour, while solar incidence angle increasing 7.27°. 
At 9:00, central coordinate of mirror-field is (-3.5m,0), angle of secondary reflector is 32.8°on the left. 
The first mirror on left is marked as A (other marked as B-K from left to right). At that time, mirror A is 
in the very shade of secondary reflector because of the incidence angle, and other mirrors put in horizontal 
can receive light in working order, as shown in Fig.7(a). Then adjust the angle of every mirror till the right 
position where it can reflect all incidence rays on its surface to receiver, and record this angle. The result 
shown in Fig.7(b): every mirror has different angle, all rays concentrated into secondary reflector are 
absorbed except for very little rays emitting from the clearance between the absorber and involute. 
Following above simulative steps, the mirror-field coordinate, the angle of secondary reflector and 
solar incidence angle are adjusted at half an hour intervals. At 12:40 of Liuzhou’s local solar noontide 
time, solar incidence angle is 90°,secondary reflector is placed facedown, mirror-field coordinate is (0,0), 
Fig.8 is the simulation illustration of that time. Mirror F is in the very shade of reflector. Other mirrors can 
work well, and mirror-field is bilateral symmetry with the middle of Mirror F as an axis. The simulation 
course from 12:40 to 16:20 is inversive course of 9:00 to 12:40. For example, at 16:20, central coordinate 
of mirror-field is (3.5m,0), angle of secondary reflector is 32.8°on the right, mirror K is in the shade of 
Fig.6. 3D module in Lighttools 
Fig.7.  System optical simulation at 9:00 
（a） （b）
Fig.8.  System optical simulation at 12:40 
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reflector, and mirror A at this moment is in same angle with K at 9:00 but different direction. 
4.3. The analysis of simulation result  
The line graphs of each mirror’s angles are 
shown in Fig.9. The values of angle are from 
simulation results every half an hour, and the 
coordinates is built with time as x axis and angle as 
y axis. From the graphs, some conclusions can be 
drawn: the beginning angles (the angles at 9AM) of 
every mirror is different,  mirror A is the largest and 
mirror K smallest, other mirrors are evenly 
distributed between A and K; the change tendencies 
of each mirror accord approximately; nevertheless 
the lines are not paralleling strictly, the reason 
might be: mirrors reflect rays to secondary reflector, 
the width of reflector entrance is larger than that of 
reflected rays; the rays can be received in a 
particular scale, which means the value of mirrors’ angles can fluctuate in a small range instead of some 
certain value. When the simulative results are applied to conduct experience or program of tracking, this 
fluctuation can be eliminated by adopting method of average values. Furthermore, the result can also be 
validated by the expression (1) - ψi=（φi+θ）/2; Angle of solar incidence θ changes continuously and 
uniformly, so does φi, so the value of ψi must be curve of first degree. It matches the simulation result. 
5. Conclusion 
This paper proposed and designed a new type of linear Fresnel reflector system, which contains three 
motional modes: the rotation of mirror-stripe, the translating of mirror-field and the rotation of secondary 
reflector. Based on the theoretical design, simulative analysis has been done to find the motional principle 
of mirrors. The results demonstrate: secondary reflector can receive light and reflect it onto absorber 
efficiently; all mirrors in mirror-field follow the same motional principle, although the beginning angles 
are different. The later principle could be used in developing of tracking device – tracking many mirrors 
respectively can be simplified into tracking one mirror of them, and adjacent  mirrors can be connected 
and driven by gear, that could helps to save system cost greatly. 
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